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CHAPTER I 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNIT 
Purpose.-- This paper is concerned with the organization 
pnd classroom presentation of a unit of work in the field of 
music theory at the high school level. It is an attempt to 
app ly the basic principles and procedures set forth in 
11 
Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching . and the course in 
the Unit Method at Boston University, under the direction of 
Professor Roy o. Billett in the Boston University School of 
Education, to the unit organization and classroom presentation 
of the topic "Primary Triads Applied to Music _Theory. 11 
The emphasis is not on music as a subject, but on v.rhat 
the pupil can and wi~l do with music as he sings, plays, 
and hears. Music theory should lead the s t udent to a 
consciousness of the harmonic elements in the music that he 
performs and hears, thereby incr e asing h is understanding and 
enjoyment of music. 
The city.-- Medford is loca ted in Mi ddlesex County, 
Massachusetts, about five miles northvrest of Boston. The 
city of 65, 000 residents is primarily a residential community 
with l ittle industry. 
1/Roy o. Billett, Fundament a ls of Secondary School Teaching , 
Houghton, Mifflin Company , Boston, 1940. 
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The school.-- Medford High School is a three year high 
school having an enrollment of 18 25 pupils. The school is 
located near the center of the city on Forest Street and in-
cludes four buildings: A, the North Building on Hall Avenue; 
B, the Old Building; C, the Bradlee Road Building and D, the 
New Building nearest the square. 
Organization.-- Medford Hi gh School offers curricula in 
the following areas: vocational, college-preparatory, business, 
homemak ing . and general. The school day begins at 8 :00 in the 
morning and closes at 1:30 in the afterno on. Afternoon sessions 
are available for students who need additional instruction. 
The regular school day has a short homeroom period of ten min-
utes and six periods of 45 minutes. Assemblies, held on seven 
period days, usually come the t h ird period. Seven-period day 
classes are 32 and 35 minutes long. Lunch is served in three 
shifts at the student cafeteria during the .fifth period. 
Personnel.-- The faculty at Medford High School includes 
the headmaster, assistant headmaster, three submasters, a 
director of guidance and placement, a dean of girls, a libra-
rian, and 97 classroom teachers. Ten department heads who 
are also teachers supervise the instructors in their respec-
tive departments. In addition are i ncluded a head clerk and 
clerical staff, a cafeteria director and six assistants, nine 
custodians, and five cleaners. A physician, nurse, and 
optometr ist are available for emergencies. 
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The library.-- The Richard Donnelly Crockwell Memorial 
Library , located on the second floor front of Building D, 
contains over five thousand books. Th is material brings a 
wealth of data covering nearly all subjects, including music, 
in most part for circulation. 
!v1usic, -- Music instruction at Medford High School is 
included in the regular program of studies and in the extra-
class activities. No music i nstruction is required of any 
pupils attending hi gh school. Elective courses in chorus, 
music appreciation, voice, theory, and ensembles are offered 
one period a vreek , The All-Girl-Choir meets after school and 
during assembly periods. Orchestra meets twice a week during 
school hours and once a week after school. The band rehearses 
t vTO evenings a \'reek. The ensembles, orchestra , and choruses 
meet in t he auditorium. Voice, t heory, and music appreciation 
cla sses are held i n the music t heory room. 
Class-room.-- The music t heory room is located in Build-
ing D above the lobby of the auditorium. As t he music room 
is not too accessible, it is nece s sary to pass through t he 
auditorium balcony to reach it. The room measures 18 feet 
by 52 feet and has an eastern exposure. As shown in Figure I, 
page 4, the room is equipped with 75 moveable tablet-arm 
chairs, a table, a gr and piano, three staff-lined blackboards, 
and one plain blacl{board. Two metal filing cabinets are used 
for sheet music, reference materials, and paper. 
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It was an easy matter to change the traditional order 
of the room to one more suitable to teaching by the unit 
method, as shovrn in Figure II on the follovring page. The 
pupils rearranged the moveable tablet-arm chairs so that 
they could \vork in groups or individually. A new bulletin 
board, t vw additional tables and t v1e lve folding chairs, a 
book-case about nine feet h i gh and nine feet vride i·ri th four 
shelves, and a record p layer v-rere provided. The filing 
cabinets contained a cardboard file including the five by 
eight inch cards on i'thich v1ere listed optional related 
activities. 
The pupils.-- The following unit and unit assign~ent 
were planned for 25 pupils enrolled in a course in music 
theory. The chronological ages of t he pupils r ange from 14 
years 7 months to 18 years 1 month, i•ri th a median of 15 
years 9 months. The general mental ability of the students 
as measured by the He1~on-Nelson Tests range in intelligence 
quotients from 88 to 131 vri t h a median of 111. The grade 
level of reading ability as measured by the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test includes a range from grade 5.1 to grade 11. In 
Table 1 under colUITLDS (2), (3), and (4) the chronological 
age, intelligence quotient, and reading comprehension of 
each pupil is shown on page 7. 
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Table 1. Age, .Intelligence Q,U: ot i ent, Reading Comprehension 
for Each Pupil 
Pupil Age Intelligence Reading 
Q,uotient Comprehension 
( 1 ) {2) {3) {4) 
1 18-0 101 8.7 
2 17-~ 120 9~2 
3 17- 110 8~ 4 
4 15-11 115 8 .8 
5 18-1 - -
6 17-0 88 5.2 
7 16-o 113 8. 1 
8 15-0 112 9.0 
9 15-9 91 6.0 
10 16-2 108 6 . 4 
11 15-5 106 7~8 
12 14-7 126 8 .1 
13 15-9 123 11.0 
14 15-4 92 -
15 15-8 130 11.0 
16 14-11 131 11 ~ 0 
17 15-7 108 8 ~5 
18 16-5 104 8 ~5 
19 15-4 118 7 ~8 
20 15-1 116 5.1 
21 15-11 
- -
22 15-6 111 8 ~3 
23 14-8 130 11.0 
24 17-4 92 -
25 15-9 98 9-3 
The students have particular interests in music as shown 
by the fact that 24 of 25 students play musical instruments. 
Thirteen of these students are enrolled in the school band; 
8 
ten in choruses; eight in the All-Girl-Choir; four in voice 
classes; and two in orchestra. In addition to these school 
activities approximately a third of the students take pri-
vate lessons out of school time. In terms of music education 
the group could be considered as a rather select group. 
Introduction to the unit.-- The unit . 1vas introduced to 
the pupils with an explanation of the plan of work which 
they were to follow for a period of fifteen weeks. They were 
informed that it 1vas an experiment and vrould be different 
from the method to 'vhich they vrere accustomed. The pupils 
were further told that the teacher would welcome their sug-
gestions and opinions as they vrorked on the unit and that 
any worth1vhile suggestions would be incorporated in the unit. 
The first class period \vas given over to administering 
the pre-test. The i terns in the test vrere based on the delim-
itation of the unit. The class was informed that this was 
not a regular test and that the score on this test vrould not 
affect their mark. Its purpose was to determine evidence of 
pupil grol'rth when the individual scores achieved were com-
pared to the scores on the final test. In order to insure 
validity of the test, however, the pupils were not informed 
of this procedure. 
The next "reek the study guides were passed out and 
discussed. The pupils were told that in this method of 
teaching they would have the advantage of searching for the 
9 
ansv1ers to important problems in several book s vThich wer e 
kept on the reference shelf i n the book-case. The reference 
number was p lainly printed on the outside of each book. 
Pup ils v1er e shovin how to use the references given in the 
study guide. A list of optional related activities was post-
ed by the l'lriter on the bulletin board. A car dboar d file 
conta ining the five by eight inch cards on which detailed 
instructions were listed was placed in the metal filing 
cabinet. It was explained to the class that the optional 
r elated activities had been prepared especially for those 
v;ho f ound them interesting and 11 ho \·T ished to itlOrlc on them. 
The class was infor~ed that marks on the final achieve-
ment test, which would be s iven at t he end of the unit, 
vrould be a factor to be considered in determining their mark 
on the unit of vwrk. 
CHAPTER II 
UNIT ORGANIZATIO:tr OF THE TOPIC PRDlfARY TRIADS 
APPLIED TO :;>;_f1JS IC THEORY 
General statement of the unit.-- The material of which 
music is made is tone, in recognizable orderly chord groups. 
The simplest chord is the triad. It consists of the tone 
upon which it is built, called the root, of a tone a third 
higher, and of a tone a fifth above the root, called third 
and fifth respectively. The primary triads, those on I, IV, 
and V of the scale, will be considered. 
Delimitation of the unit.--
1. A triad is a chord composed of three tones: a root, 
its third, and its fifth. 
/ 
2. The triads on the principal degrees of the scale 
are called primary triads. 
a. The tonic triad is founded upon I: do-mi-sol; 
C-E-G. 
b. The subdominant triad is founded upon IV: 
fa-la-do; F-A-C. 
c. The dominant triad is founded upon v: sol-ti-re; 
G-B-D. 
3. Triads may~ be played, sung, or written melodically 
and harmonically. 
-10-
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4. The number of parts in a triad may be increased by 
doubling the root of its chord. Thus: 
I C./ r 
,( 
' 
,......, 
1.. _I 
........, 
..___.. 
( 
--e-c... 
I 
5. A triad may be arranged in three different positions. 
a. A triad is in fundamental positi on when its 
root i s the lowest tone. Thus: 
j 
\ .......... , 
J -::::::... 
(j 0 
I 
b. It is in the first inversion when the third 
is t h e lowest t one, a chord of the sixth . 
Thus: E- G-C 
) 
1/ 0 
\ ......... 
J ::=::; 
u .._...."' I 
c. It is in the second inversion when the fifth 
is the lowest tone, a six-four chord. 
Thus : G-C-E 
I 
0 
I 0 
I 
' 
........ 
\. _/ ..._.. 
l. 
" It 
6. A cadence is a certain ending in melody or harmony 
of a section in a musical composition. 
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a. The progression V-I is an authentic ca dence. 
Thus: 
~ 
I ........, L. 
I 
' 
-c::::: 
\ ~ ........ '-:;::: 
c.; '--' 
v 
( \I CJ I 
J' I I 
/ I cY 
v I. 
b. The progression IV-I is a plagal cadence. 
Thus: 
n 
J r r 
If 
' 
r: ~ 
1\. J (' ':::::-
'-"" 
(. 
( '\I /"""\ I 
J. , ...... r 
/ (7 
c. The progression I-V is a ha lf cade:nce. 
Thus: 
I ( 
1/ ) /""' ~ 
I\ / ';:::::; ........ 
\...--' 0 \ 
( 1• I c"J 
I · I I 
/ a I 
d. The progression IV-V-I is a complete cadence. 
'l'hus: 
n .. 
( 
-----
_CL 
I if '\ C:: :::::. L::l 
\ ) u '-" -;::;. 
u -
L 
_i l• ..... _L.d_ 
/_· __}--"" I 
/ I I (..) 
_I 
I. 
Probable indirect and incidenta~arning products.--
1. An increased understanding of the harmonic, melodic, 
and rhythmic structure of a. musical composition 
or song. 
2. Ability to play or sing with more intelligence and 
appreciation. 
3. Experience the harmonization of g iven melodies, 
chord progressions, and cadences. 
4. Increased facility of reading music at sight. 
). Ability to distinguish clearly that the harmony 
of a composition opens possibilities for musical 
enjoyment. 
6. Ability to see what is heard and to hear what is 
seen. 
7. Increased facility in expressing one's musical 
thoughts in writing. 
8. Ability to write or invent simple melodies and 
to harmonize them. 
14 
9. Increased facility in the use of reference materials. 
10. Ability to recognize familiar effects when sing ing 
in chorus, playing in orchestra, or listening to 
music. 
11. Increased musical vocabulary. 
References for teacher's use only.--
1. Barnett, David, Living With Music. George Steward, 
Publishers, Incorporated, New York, 1944. 
2. Billett, Roy o., Fundrunentals of Secondary School 
Teaching. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940. 
3. Dickey, Frances M., and Eilene French, Melody Writing · · 
and Ear Training. Oliver Ditson Company, Boston, 1926. 
4. Diller, Angela, First Theory Book. G. Schirmer Company, 
New York, 1921. 
5. Dykema , Peter W .. , and Karl W. Gehrkens, The Teaching and 
Administration of High School ld.usic. c. C. Birchard 
and Company, Boston, 1941. 
6 . Flagg·, I.furion, Musical Learning . C. c. Birchar d and 
Company, Boston, 1949. 
7. Helseth, Inga Olla, Living in the Classroom. Edward 
Brothers, Incorporated, Ann Arbor, 1939. 
8. Jones, Archie N., and Floyd P. Barnard , Introduction to 
Musical Knowledg~. Paul A. Schmitt Music Company, 
Minneapolis, 1935. 
9. Kr one, · Beatrice Perham, MUsic in t he New School. Neil 
J. Kjos Company, Chicago, 1941. 
10. Longy-Miquelle, Renee, Principles of Musical Theory. 
E. C. Schirmer J:au s ic Company, Boston, 1925'. 
11. McConathy, Os burne, Anton H. Embs, Maude M. Howes, and 
Charles Elliott Fouse·r, An Ap:eroach to Harmony. 
Silver, Burdett and Company, Boston, 1927. 
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12. ]fursell, J'ames L., and Mabelle Glenn, The Psychology of 
School MUsic Teaching. Silver, Burdett and Company, 
New York, 1938. 
13. Pitts, Lilla Belle, The Music Curriculu:!Il in a Changing 
World. Si lver, Burdett Company, New York, 1944. 
- -
14. Sheehy, :Emma D., There's IW:usic in Children. Henry Holt and 
Company , New York, 1946. 
15. Ward, Arthur E., MUsic Education for High School s . 
American Book Company, Boston, 1941. 
The unit assignment.-- (Tentative time allotment, 
fifteen weeks, one period a week.) 
A. An introductory demonstration and discussion. 
1. Class discussion of such questions as 
{a) How are scales, chords, and tunes 
createdf {b) Why are some tones related? 
{c) Vfuat are the major triads? 
16' 
2. Suggestion and discussion of the fact that 
the literature of music, from the dance tune 
to the symphony, is filled with melodies 
which rely for their beauty almost entirely 
on the major tri.ad. (To name a few at random: 
Irving Berlin's "Ale-xander's Ragtime Band"; 
Jerome Kern's "Till the Clouds Roll By"; the 
first theme of Beethoven's "Eroica" Symphony.) 
3. Discussion and demonstration centering around 
(a) Row are major triads related? (b) Why is 
the choice of the bas s note i mp ortant? 
(c) Which note of a chord is the most sensitive? 
(d) Why are chords used in inverted positions? 
y' 
B. Individual and small group activities. 
Try to find the answers to the following questions. 
Four or five pupils might decide to work together. 
Plan to present your answers to the class by 
11· All items under Bare reproduced on the study.guide, a 
copy of which is placed in the hands. of each pupJ.l. 
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illustrations on ths blackboard and demonstrations 
on the keyboard. 
1. How many tones are there in a chord? wh a t does 
- 2/ 
ttsimultaneous•• mean? {1:9; 3:36; 4:87. )-
2. What are triads? How are they constructed? 
3. How is "fundamental" applied to a chord? What 
are the three factors of a triad? How are triads 
identified? (1:9~16,33-36; 4: 87-88; 5:10-17; 
6:44-47; 7=26-43 .) 
4. On the following notes construct major triads; 
D , F#, C , G , B , A'p , E • 
5. How is the tonic triad formed? the dominant? 
the subdominant? (1:12-19; 6:44-48.) 
6. Using the treble clef, write the three primary 
triads in all major keys.. Have a clas s member 
play them on the keyboard. 
7. What are tonal degrees? (1:96; 5=31.) 
8 . While the triad consists of but three tones, 
how is the fourth voice secured? (1:9-10; 
2: 68-71; 3=17-20; 5:13,23, 87-88; 6:47; 7=29-34.) 
9. With three notes on the treble staff and one on 
the bass staff; 
a. Double the root of the following triads: 
i/ Code to the pupils' reading list. 4: 87 means the fourth 
reference page 87 in the reading list at the end of the 
unit assignment. 
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A /""'\ 
1/ (J ~ 1..../ C7 LJ..--. 
1.../ \...., 0 v ( 7 h......--. ~
f7 "\ _,... n y<-- 0 /""'\ y':;::::, 
_) \...-' ::itt? h'-:::: ......., h./'l \..../ dtO 
V<--' Y v 
I\ 
7 \, I 
7' ~ .VL'J 
/ { ) I../ h..---. I __..., 
Y'-" (7U ~ 
b. Double the third of the following triads: 
:) J). /"""\ 
-11'"'-" ·::tr:.o Li- "----' 
I L-.~ ~ -ftl.../ 
rr \ ("} tl-~ I'~ ..__. ~ /)() 
1\. ) v- -ttV' '-" 1!0 ......, -ft1-/ 
IU 0 u Jf'i3 
\ l• I (.) 
) , /"l DO (.) L 
7 -'--" L ~ :llC) ~ v..___ 
. V'-"' ..._.., () 
c. Double the fifth of the following triads: 
n 
/""'> ~ (~ 1JU IJ: .,.-... 
~..../ ~ hr<~ -tr'--' 
IL \ 11-- .0 L/ _....., y~ Lf...-.. DO 
r\ ) .ft<../ -j{ () (/ L../ ....... 11"--" 0 1:t () 
:u c:r 
. (7 
/• 0 /""'\ on h.--. 
/ <--- [,..,.--._ (_} §(_.) v~ 
V ~,J L/ 
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10. \ifuen is a triad in fundamental position? When in 
the first inversion? When in the second inversion? 
(1:162-164; 4:88; 5=117-124; 6:48,66-72.) 
11. wbat is harmonic progression? (3=19-24; 5=17-18.) 
12. How are two chords connected? {1:90- 93; 
13. Consider the following given notes as the third. 
Write the major triads: Gb, A, G, Bb, F, B, F#, 
C, DP. 
14. Try to play or write three different arrangements 
of each of the harmonic progressions: 
a. IV - v in D and F maj or. 
b. v - I in Ab and E b major. 
c. I - IV in B and G major. 
d. I - v in c and A major. 
15 . Connect (in three positions) the triad of 
a. F with triads upon c and Bt? • 
b. A with triads upon D and E. 
c. B b with triads upon E V and F. 
16. Harmonize the soprano melody with the root of 
I, IV, or V in the bass. 
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17. Harmonize the given bass keeping the comrnon tone, t h e 
other voices progressing to the nearest chord-tones. 
18. What is a cadence? How are the different cadences 
formed? When is a cadence perfect and when is it 
imperfect? (1: 97-101; 2:72-77; 3=79-87; 4: 89-90; 
5=125-136; 7=41-43.) 
19. bfuke a choice of one hymn and one folk song. Name 
the types of cadences found analyzing them. 
20. Construct cadences of the four main types; authentic, 
half, plagal, and complete. Use one or two introductory 
chords before the cadenti a l formulae. 
21. Look for half cadences and perfect cadences in 
Stephen Foster's s ongs. 
22. Write melodies with t he triad patterns (eight 
measures in length): 
a. Key of E; I - I - v - v - I - I - v - I 
b. Key of 131? ; I - I 
-· 
IV 
-
v 
-
I 
-
I 
-
v 
-
I 
c. Key of F; I - I - I - v - I - I - v - I 
d. Key of DP; I 
-
IV - v - I - I - v - v - I 
e. Key of A; I 
-
I 
-
v 
-
I 
-
I 
-
I 
-
v - I 
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23 •. Find examples of the tonic triad in ttDixie 11 and 
in 11 Pilgrim's Chorus." .Are they melodic or t/ 
harmonic? If they are melodic, sing them. If they 
are harmonic, play them or have some other pupil 
play them for you. 
24 : On staff paper, write the primary triads: 
a. Harmonically in the keys of Ab, G, E, B, F. !/ 
b . Melodically in the keys of A, c, Bv, Eb' D. 
25. In your repertoire of songs, piano solos, choral 
numbers, or · instrumental solos, find some 
illustrations of the subdominant chord used 
melodically, harmonical,ly, or both. Bring your 
illustrations to class and demonstrate them. 
26. Vfuat is a sixth chord? a six-four chord? How are 
they used? (1:162-164; 3=99-100,102-103; 5:117-124; 
6:69-71; 7:87-95.) 
27. How is the first inversion of the tonic triad 
useful? (3:104-106; 5:127.) 
28. What tone of the six-four chord is doubled? How 
is this chord used in a cadence? 
29. Illustrate how the sixth chord may appear in 
three forms by doubling one of its tones. 
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30. Using the tonic six-four chord construct closing 
formulas. 
31. Harmonize using the chords of the six th: 
. . 
a. In a given melody. 
ifG t f r I r d I J FIre I r JIJ f I o I o II 
rto -,c.. vc.. v" 1 to 
b . In a g iven bass. 
I.PJ J ~'I r riJ J IJ r Fli J J 1~ 31~·11 
f (., ~ " " " 
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• Special Study and Activity Guide. No. 1 
Connecting the chords I-V-I (chord progression).--
When the chord changes from one to another, keep the c om.mon 
tone in the same part and move the other tones to the 
nearest place in the next chord. To connect the tonic chord 
C-E-G written thus: 
and the dominant chord G-B-D, ~ is the common tone: 
r 
As G is in the soprano of the first chord, (I) it !nust be 
in the s oprano of the second chord: 
The remaining notes of the second chord, ] and ~ must lie 
below G (as the soprano is always the highest part) thus: 
This makes a smooth effect with no wide skips. 
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Having written the first chord: 
What are the notes of the second chord? Is any note 
conrraon to both chords? What is it? In what part of the 
first chord is this corrnnon tone found ? Write it and 
connect with the same note in the first chord wi t h a tie. 
Name the remaining notes of the second chord. 
Vfuich position of the second chord will enable t he 
remaining notes of the first chord to progress i n t he 
smoothest way t o t he remaining notes of the second? 
~ 
0 
'""' 
c:::__; 
I (..) --;:...., 0 0 .......... L_.) 
I '\ .--. ......... ..--- ~ "-;:::.. .......... 
= 
........ _, 
.----, 
\.. _) '-;::::., '-"' --:::--. ..._.... .__. ~ "::;::::. <--' -:::.... 
() 0 go .._... 0 '-"" 
}_t CJ c_:;; (..) ,, 
/ u u (_.) (./ (__.) C.J 
:r I 
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Special Stu~ and Activity Guide No. 2 
First Inversion of Triads. - -
~Vhen a triad is written in such a way that its third is 
the lowest part, it is said to be in its first inversion. 
Such inversions of triads are also knovm as chords of the 
s ixth and third on account of the intervals which the upper 
notes form with this lowest note. Thus: 
In figuring this inversion of the triads t he three is 
usually omitted and only the sixth is used. Hence the chord 
is commonly known as the chord of the six th. In using this 
inversion be careful not to double the bass since it is the 
third of the triad. By use of this inversion of the triads 
better part progressions can be made in the bass. Thus: 
\ I I I I 
.! ') T I I 0 _.-/ I I I 
u T --z::y _..-/ u ..._, C:? I a .J ("), 
I \ 1 .--1 ___.... ';.... .,....., .--= . __.... /"""\ '-:::::: ~. 
' ) J-; ";::::..,. r-__...r~- ....- r--___..., r ___..., t-""-vv 0 r ~'---" 
( r ' _d_ ~_J_d 4 i ~ ~~ ~ - --
( ll ~ [J 
I' <..J 0 I (../ 
/ '1 ?:.I T T I v .........., ( _.) -~. 
,..._, I I I r I u _...--. 
I I I I -, I I 
How is the first inversion of a triad determined? 
\Yhy is the first inversion called a chord of the sixth? 
\~at tones are to be doubled? 
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Use the chord of the sixth in the f ollowing : 
1. Given bas s; 
2. Given melody; 
(\, 
' 1/ 17 I ~ T 
h f1_...,/7 I I 
-""' /'> I I-' 0 T ~ /I( '\ y -\ u-p ,..._... I J I !-"' () \-" I v --= \7 T 0' '-"I I I I 
I I ~I I ( ylo r~., r 
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Special Study and Activity Guide. No. 3 
. . 
Se cond Inversion of triads.-- ~1hen a triad i s written 
in such a way that its fifth is the lowest part, it is said 
to be in its s e c ond inversion. Such inversions of triads 
a re kn ovm a.s chords of the s ixth and fourth on account of 
the interva l s whi ch the upper n otes form with this lowest 
note. Thus: 
I n fi guring thi s inversion of the triads b oth fi gure s , 
six-four a re used. The use of this inversion of the triad s 
is more restricted than is the use of the chord of the 
sixth. 
The accentuated six-four.--The chord of the six-four 
may b e used , if it is on the acc ent ed par t of the measure 
a nd i s followed by a chord, in it s fundamental p osit i on, 
whose root is the same note as. the bass note of the chord 
of the s ix-four. The u s e of the chord of the six-four 
enables us to have a better cadence. Thus: ~ 
.....--. ~ U-
~ ~ ~ A 
I f-..--" 0 7 4 , 
-
I .__./ 
I '\ , ....... :J !........._ Jr.... 1 \ i. r: ~ -.!. """?'{" 
\ / = p ,....,. \ 7~ r "' '-" ...__, 
c ( 
I I c_., 
-e--e '-P'- a -e- • .... n. ( \. 
-
-:y· A ") C \I \r-A # , 
)• ~ J. "¥.&+ y 
./ _) () 7 7l Ill' ( 
"'F ~ 1..---. , 
,... ~ 
I IE' I~ Il I 
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The chord of the six-four may be used on the middle 
note of a bass that ascends by si ng le degrees. Thus: 
() 
_j_ ,t. ., 
..-.. 
7') ) 
.----.. c"J 
I If'\ b R 
----
\_...--., ~ r-. 
\ J ... p p ........, \-"" I '---
-, 
l. 
~a.. 
-e- -e- R- -fr 
( '' 
A 
J. .,. !..--. 7"""Y ") 1,.--., 
/ J1 ") ......, .......- 0 
_:-t 
(o {p 
t t 
The chord of the six-four may b e us ed on the mi ddle 
note of a bass that ascends and descends by single degrees, 
or on the middle note of a reiterated bass. Thus: 
~ 
11 A 
"+- ) ~ () / ) 0 () 
f If 'I A 1..---. -g- ,..---.., 
\. J ,.. r- !-' ..___.., ~,...--.._ t) _,...,, 
' 
1- '---'"' 
( 
£-a- -e -
---( ,, "] 1--" (~ 
/• 1......-. 
/ ~ J j...../ ( J :=;! _/ ~ 
Analyz.e the following illustration. 
~ J-1- J 
-t1" II f) 
I 1:1.-t ,, .. I r I , /'I '• r r 
-• • • • . --
....... 
• 
-
• <""· \. ) ...., I•• '- .. 
_, :I 
-'· 
/' 
' '-• ~ :J ~ 
u r --.. -- ........ .. - - -e· (. 
,, 
-· 
..... 
l-4l-- .... 
-· -
-· 
~- - ......... ( hJl-- -11- ) , ,.. II ,... /], 
-
, ...... 
1 df <.) • r. 7· '- \If 1.- ~ -/ J.l.-...1 ... 14' '-' · ~ If r-Iii'· .. if, IC7• 
v v 
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OEtiona l related activities.-- These activi ties have 
been planned t o g ive you an opp ortunity to work on the 
tasks you enjoy. Do not at t empt too much, but complete 
t he activity to the best of y our ability. Consult the 
t eacher before beginning your work. 
1. If you p lay the piano well you might prepare to 
demonstrate that you know the primary triads / by playing 
them in all major keys, melodically and harmonically. 
2. Bring to class examples of different treatments of 
the primary chords that you may find in any instrumental 
composition on which you are working . It may be an 
orchestral selection;, it may be a band selection; it may 
be an instrumental solo. 
3. See if y ou can find samples of the chord or chords 
now studied in music used in other music classes;_ it may 
b e a choral composition; it may be an anthem or a song that 
y ou are working on in your voice class. 
4. Transpose "America " to the key of A. Play your 
newly transposed arrangement on the k eyboard or listen 
while it is played for you. 
5. Prepare and conduct a class "spelling bee" using 
questions of the following type: 
.. 
a. Spell a major tonic chord in any key. 
( do, mi, sol ) 
b. Spell a major tonic chord in the key of F. 
{ J? -A-C) 
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6. Write a short poem, four to eight lines, as the 
·words of a song you intend to write. Students may exchange 
poe!Tls and try to write a musical setting. 
7. Invent a melody of ei ght measures and harmonize it. 
Play or sing the melody first. Try to make it appealing. 
8. You may prefer to write a melody for an instrument 
with piano accompaniment. Consult your teacher to find 
out if the instrumental melody needs to be transposed. 
9. ]~ke a list in your note-book of all the pleasing 
melodies you know and can recognize whenever heard. Include 
especially any interesting newspaper clippings y ou may 
find that relate to these compositions or to the composers 
who w-rote them. 
10. A song must be rewritten in another key to make it 
suitable for a bass singer. Would you like to transpose it'? 
11. Since some people write words better than music, 
and vice versa, select a classmate as your partner and 
form a song -writers' team. Write an orig inal song tog ether. 
12. Change the root position of a perfect cadence to 
the first inversion. Use five different keys. 
13. Study one of. the popular songs of the day. Analyze 
it. Try to write a s ong of your own in t he s ame form. 
The usual song form is: 
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A eight or sixteen measures in one key. 
B eight or sixteen measures in a related key. 
A return to the original eight or s ixteen measures. 
14. Do you think you could write a song that we could 
march to? Vfuen writing a march in 4 time, divide the first 
four measures into motive A; the second four measures into 
motive B. Use contrasting rhytruns. 
15. A waltz is not a difficult form to compose. 
'Vhen writing a waltz, divide the first four measures into 
motive A; the second four measures into motive B. Use 
contrasting rhyth..'!ls. 
References for pupils' use.--
1. Abbott, Lawrence, The Listener's Bo ok on Harmony. 
Theodore Presser Company, Philadelphia, 1941. 
2. Brown, Jean Parkman, Intervals, Chords, and Ear Traini~g . 
Theodore Presser Company, Philadelphia, 1897. 
3. ]'inney, Ross Lee, The Game of Harmony. Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, New York, 1947. 
4 . Gehrkens , Kar l N., Music Notation and Terminolog;z . 
Laidlaw Brothers, Chicag o, 1930. 
5. Piston , Walter, Harmony. W. W. Norton and Company 
Incor porat ed , New York, 1941. 
6 . Shepard, F . H. , Children's Harmony. G. Schirmer, 
Incorp orated, 1896. 
7. Tapper , Thomas, First Year Harmony. The Arthur P . Screnid t 
Company , New York , 1938 . 
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Theory Music Test 
Name 
------------------------------------
Age Grade 
---------- ---------- Date ---------- ----
Part Pos.sible Pupil's 
Score Score 
I 38 
II 22 
III 30 
IV 8 
Total 98 
33 
Test 
Part I 
Directions.--Each of the following incomplete statements 
is followed by four possible answers. For each item select 
the answer that best completes the statement. Put its letter 
in the ~pace provided at the left. 
( ) 1. In four-part writing the root of a triad is 
a. single b. tripled c. doubled d. omitted 
( ) 2. A triad with its fifth in the bass is in the 
inversion of a 
a. third b. fifth c. first d. second 
{ ) 3. The tone of the scale on which the dominant triad 
is based is a 
a. fourth b. second c. fifth d. sixth 
( ) 4. Common tones in the same key occur between 
a. dominant and subdominant b. tonic and dominant 
c. supertonic and tonic d. subdominant and mediant 
( ) 5. The number of primary triads that every scale 
contains is 
a. six b. five c. two d. three 
( ) 6. A chord in the second inversion is a chord of 
a. six b. six-four c. six-five d. six-three 
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( ) 7. Triads that embrace every note of the scale are 
" - .. ~ 
a. secondary b. major c. minor d. augmented 
( ) 8. The key-note on which a scale begins and ends is 
a. dominant b. octave c. mediant d. tonic 
( ) 9. A close or ending in music is a 
a. sequence b. cadence c. progression d. motion 
( )10. A change in position from the root of a triad is an 
a . inversion b. authentic c. interval d. amen 
( )11. The lowest note of a chord in root position is 
known as the 
a. fundamental b. numeral c •. interval d. modal 
( )12. Cadences which conclude with the tonic are 
a. i mperfect b. common c. perfect d. tonal 
( )13. The first inversion of a triad is known as the chord 
of the 
a. sixth b. seventh c. third d. second 
( )14. Roman numerals below chords represent 
a. roots b. triads c. modes d. scales 
( )15. Imperfect cadences end on the chord of the 
a. tonic b. subdominant c. supertonic d. dominant 
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( )16. ~~en each tone of a chord is played one at a time 
it is said t o be 
a . harmonic b. tonic c. dominant d. melodic 
( )17. Consecutive fifths and octaves are avoided by the 
motion being 
a. lowered b. parallel c. contrary d. raised 
( )18. A broken chord is an 
a. arco b. arpeggio c. obbligato d. a llegro 
( )19. The most useful inversion of the tonic triad is the 
a. root b. second c. first d. third 
( )20. A cadence that is like a period and ends the musical 
sentence is called 
a. perfect b. phrase c. imperfect d. relative 
( )21. The note that is doubled in the first inversion is the 
a . alto b. tenor c. bass d. soprano 
)22. When the soprano is repeated, it is best to change 
to a different 
a. bass b. chord c. position d. key 
( )23. In any triad, the most hi ghly sensitive and also the 
most characteristic note is the 
a. first b. fifth c. third d. fourth 
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(_ )24. The root of the tonic triad is the fifth of the 
a . supertonic b . dominant c. submedian t d. subdominant 
( )25. In doubling notes, the third is the 
a. best b. poorest c. omitted d. bass 
)26. The primary triads are sufficient to determine the 
a. chord b. key c. cadence d. close 
.( )27. Ylhen no f i gures are indicated , the chord intended is 
a . fundamental b . first c. last d. tonic 
( )28 . The bas s note is the thi rd from the root when a 
ch ord is marked by the f i gure 
a . 4 b . 6 c . 3 d. 5 
( )29 . If the r oot tone of a triad is the highest part, the 
tr iad i s sai d t o be in the p osi ti on of the 
a . first b . third c. oc tave d. f i fth 
( )30. The progression subdomina n t - d omina n t should be 
fol lowed. by 
a . unis on b . fifth c. thirds d. tonic 
( )31. -m en a chord i s repeat ed the three upp er voices 
s hould b e 
a . repea ted b. kept c. cha n g ed d . connected 
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( )32. The smoothest connection of two triads when there is 
no common tone is usually where the three upper parts 
move in a direction contrary to the 
a. soprano b. alto c. bass d. tenor 
( ) 33 • .Any member of a triad may be \'VI'i tten in the 
a. soprano b. bass c. tenor d. alto 
( )34. In authentic cadences, the next to the last chord 
is always a 
a. mediant b. tonic c. sixth d. dominant 
( )35. The root of the dominant triad is the fifth of the 
a. minor b. tonic c. major d. dominant 
{ )36. Vfuen three upper parts are written within the compass 
of an octave, the position is said to be 
a. open b. unison c. harmonic d. close 
· ( ) 37. The cadence that is like the conuna and marks the end 
of a phrase is called 
a. complete b. deceptive c. half d. period 
( )38 . Having one voice level while the other moves, the 
motion of voices is 
a . parallel b. relative c. similar d. ot) lique 
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Part II 
Directions.--All of the omitted words appear in the 
column at the left of the _pag e. Show that you know which 
word has been omitted from each b lank by placing the number 
of the blank in the parentheses preceding the correct word. 
39· 
( third 
( fourth 
( ) first 
( ) eighth 
( fifth 
( ) sixth 
( ) seventh 
( ) second 
- - - -
40. 
( ) major 
( ) triad 
( ) chord 
A major triad consists of a key note together 
with a major -- - 1--- and a perfect ---2---. 
ufu jor triads are found on the ---3---, ---4---
and fifth degrees of the scale. The first 
inversion is known a s the chord of the ---5---. 
From the first to the ---6--- tone of the major 
scale is the interval of an octave. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Three or more tones struck together is a 
---1---. A three-toned chord is called a 
---2---. To build a major triad, we start on 
) cadence the ---3--- of the triad; if we add a ---4---
( ) i mp erfect third and a ---5--- fifth we have a major 
( perfect triad. 
( root 
( ) fifth 
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Directions.--All of the omitted words appear in the 
column at the left of the pag e. Show that you know which 
wor.d has been omitted from each blank by placing the number 
of the blank in the parentheses preceding t he correct word. 
41. 
( ) authentic 
) plaga l 
complete 
The ---1--- cadence is the subdominant 
chord followed by thi tonic. It is used 
universally at the end of hymns to 
( deceptive harmonize t he word ---2---. A cadence 
( ) a men which pauses on t h e dominant is a ---3---
( ) tonic cadence. The use of the ---4--- chord 
( ) subdominant followed by the ---5--- is known as the 
42. 
) 
. ( 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
half 
dominant 
- - - - -
nearest 
s ame 
fift h 
root 
common 
contrary 
thr e e 
t wo 
hi ghest 
triple 
d oub le 
- -
authentic cadence. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
When chords are related we keep the 
---1--- tones in the same v oice. ~·le put 
the ---2--- of the chord in the bass and 
---3--- that note. Vfuen chords are n ot 
related , the upper ---4--- parts move 
in ---5--- direction to the bass to the 
---6--- note of t he chord. 
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Part III 
Di r ections.- - All of t h e omi tted l etter names of notes 
appear in t h e column a t the left of the pag e . Itiach chord 
s hou ld contain f our no t es. Some letter na"'ll.es may be us ed 
more than on ce , others may not . b e used at a l l . Show that you 
know which no te has b een omitted f r om each chord by p l a cing 
the c orrec t le t t er name of the n ote on the l ines und er 
t he chords . 
) 
43. ' I h't- I I ...-.. 
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Directions.--All of the omi tted letter names of notes 
appear in the column at the left of the pag e. Each chord 
should contain four notes. S ome letter names may b e used 
mor e t h a n once, oth ers may n ot be used at all. Show that 
y ou k now which note has been omitted from each chord by 
placing the letter name of the note on the line under 
the chords. 
--. 
45. ) ........ :? __....... / -<.. ,_.... 
3) G ""\ /"'\ J __...-., 1\ 7 I"-' 1"-' 
---
-
B u 4 ~ .0 -e---
D 7 , , I 0 I 
I ' t- I I 
c 
/ ;1 LJ 0 
- I 
E I 
y I 
F 1 2 
---
3 _ _ ~ ., __ _ 4 __ _ 
46. I u., i I 
'";ff -.; I IJ I -
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,., J I I I I" ~ I I r 1 -..LL I 
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\. "--' I _I , 
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Part IV 
Dir~ctio:r::!§.. --At the left is a colunm of major chords. 
Using the chord vocabulary I, I6, I6, IV, IV6, IV6, V, V6, 
4 4 
V6, v.rr i te the Roman Numerals which designate the chord on 
4 
the line at the right of each chord. 
47. 
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CHAPTER III 
EVAUJATION OF THE UNIT 
The laboratory phase.-- During the third class period, 
the laboratory phase got under v1ay. Pupils secur.ed their 
study-and-activity-guide sheets and reference materials upon 
entering the room and proceeded to \vork 1'11 thout delay. The 
unit of work seemed to appeal to the students from the start. 
Persona l help and guidance was given to the pupils by the 
writer during the entire laboratory phase. Informal discus-
sions of common difficu lties, blackboard illustra tions, and 
keyboard demonstra tions l'rere directed by the v1ri ter vrhen it 
seemed advisable. The l abora tory phase extended over a p eriod 
of eight days. In prepara tion for t he pooling-and-sharing-
of-experiences phase, a pupil committee was formed. This 
group , in cooperation vf i t h t he vlri ter, discussed p lans and 
made suggestions for the next phase vvhich i'ras to begin t h e 
t welfth class meeting . A cla ss summary concluded the labo-
ratory phase. 
The pooling-of-experiences phase.-- Three class periods 
were reserved for the pooling-and-sharing-of-experiences. 
The pupils shared v·ri th one another the results of their re-
lated experiences which took place during the laboratory 
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phase. Presentation of vocal and instrumental selections, a 
spelling bee, and demonstrations of v·TOrk done in connection 
vli th the unit vrere given. 
Teacher's log.-- A log of the writer's observations of 
the pupils' work \'Tas kept. · The purpose of t he vreek ly record 
1.-ras not only to record the activities but also to use the 
log as an aid to the revision of the unit for later use with 
another group. At the conclusion of t he unit each pupil was 
asked to answer questions on his r eactions to the unit. The 
inquiry form is on the next page. 
The day of the fifth class meeting vms scheduled to be 
a seven-period day \vhich meant that the length of the class 
session would be shortened. The pupils suggested using the 
class session and a study period to repor t to the music 
theory room and work on the unit. Twelve pupils volunteered 
to report one day and thirteen another so t hat \vork progress-
ed in spite of the change in the time schedule. This situ -
ation continued throughout the teaching of the unit. 
Pupil reactions to the unit.-- The results obtained 
from the inquiry f orms filled out by pupils v1ere favorable. 
The majority of the students preferred the unit method to 
the formal type of teaching. Some of the pupils' comments 
will be found on page 46. 
Inquiry f£E~·-- write the answers to the following 
questions: 
1. What did you enjoy most in the unit? 
2. \Vhat did you like the least in this method? 
3. Indicate the things that were relatively easy for 
you to do in the unit of work. 
4. Comment on the value of the references studied. 
5. Vfuat was the most uninteresting part of the unit? 
6. What was the most difficult task you encountered? 
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Underline the word appearing in the right hand margin that 
best answers the questions 7 through 10. 
7. Did you find this· type of · work more · difficult than 
other methods of study? •••••••••••••• Yes No 
8. Were the directions for study helpful and clear? 
Yes No 
9. Did you learn more or lessby working at your own 
s·peed? ......•. .•....................•. More Less 
10. Vfuich method did you like the best? •• Unit Old 
11. What parts of the unit were most useful to you? 
Check one. 
General study guide ( ) 
Spe.cial study guide ( ) 
References ( ) 
12. Write below suggesting activities which r.1ight improve 
the unit. 
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I liked the freedo m and ease in sharing knowledge with 
other members of my group . 
Everything vras so different that no particular task 
seemed difficult. 
I enjoyed the new method because it made me t h ink . 
The references vrere of grea t va lue and e a s y to use. 
l·fe should have had more class discussions and black-
board vrork on inversions. I vras just catching on. 
' ' 
I would have liked to have worked a while longer on 
the study guides. I felt that one period a week was not 
enough. 
The informal ob ;j ective test.-- An objective test based 
on the items listed in the delimitation of the unit was 
administered at t he beginning of the unit and as a final 
achie;rement test. The results on each test are shovrn in the 
table on page 47. The arithmetic mean indicates t he average 
growth of the class. The arithmetic mean of the scores on 
t h e pre-test \1as 26.04 as compared vrith the arithmetic mean 
of 71. 87 on the final test. Th e mean obtained from the 
pre-test scores was increa sed by 45. 83 point~ on the final 
scores. The lm•rest score on the pre-test vias 4 compared to 
the lowest score of' 53 on the f'inal test. The highest score 
on the pre-test was 47 compared to 84 on the final test. 
The standard deviation tends to point out the amount of 
spread of the pupil's grmvth as it deviates from the mean. 
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Table g. Rang e of Scores Before and After Teaching the Unit 
Pre-test Scores Final Test Scores 
_______ :Jl~'----·------+-:-~_: ______ -_-__ -_:U0~2~----------
47 84 
42 75 
39 82 
37 absent 
36 77 
36 75 
35 79 
35 71 
33 81 
32 73 
31 8 0 
31 67 
29 79 
28 so 
22 64 
22 53 
20 81 
18 6G 
17 70 
13 64 
13 6 2 
12 67 
11 76 
9 64 
4 55 
Hi ghest Score • 47 
Lowest Score - 4 
Rang e - 4~ 
l!ean 26.04 
---------- ------· 
Highest Score - 84 
Lowest Score - 53 
Range - 32 
Mean 71. 875 
The standard deviation on the pre-test 1·tas 11 as compai-ed 
with the standard deviation of 13 on the final test. The 
following table shows the arithmetic mean and standard 
deviation of the total scores on the pre-test. 
Table 3. Calcu lation of the Mean and Standard Deviation 
on Pre-test 
-Ra1-T Scores 
in Class 
Intervals F D FD FD2 
of Three 
(1) I~1 (3) (4) ( 5) 
47-49 1 +7 t 7 49 
44-46 0 +6 + 0 0 
41-43 1 +5 + 5 25 
38-40 1 +4 t 4 16 
35-37 5 +3 +15 45 
32-34 2 +2 + 4 8 
29-31 3 +1 t 3 3 
26-28 1 0 0 0 
23-25 0 -1 0 0 
20-22 3 -2 - 6 12 
17-19 2 -3 - 6 18 
14-16 0 -4 0 0 
11-13 4 -5 -20 100 
8-10 1 -6 - 6 36 
5- 7 0 -7 0 0 
2- 4 1 -8 - 8 64 
Totals •••..••• 25 -8 . 376 
Assumed I1Iean = 27 Standard Deviation 
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Ivi = 27 + (-8.;.25)x 3 
!v1 " 27 + (- • 32) X 3 
£.1 ~ 27 + (- • 96) 
S. D. :::. /sum of FD2 - sum of FD 2 
ivl :: 26 .04 
N N 
x Size of class interval. 
S.D.~/27§- (-8)2 x 3 
25 25 
S.D.~/ 15.0400 - .1024 x3 
S.D.: 3. 87 x3 
S.D.= 11.61 
The arithmetic mean and standard deviation of t he total 
scores on the final test is shovTn in the follovving table. 
Table 4. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation 
on Final Test 
Raw Scores 
in Class 
Intervals F D FD FD2 
of Three 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
84..:.86 1 4-5 + 5 25 
81-83 3 +4 +12 144 
78- 80 4 +3 +12 144 
75-77 4 +2 + 8 64 
72-74 1 +1 tl 1 
69-71 2 0 0 0 
66-68 3 -1 -3 9 
63-65 3 -2 -6 36 
60-62 1 
-3 -3 9 
57-59 0 -4 -0 0 
54-56. 1 
-5 -5 25 
51-53 1 -6 -6 36 
Totals •••.•.••• 24 tl5 493 
I 
Standard Deviation 
• 
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Assumed Mean ~ 70 
M = 704- ( +15~24) x3 
M = 70+ (. 625) x3 
M "70+1. 875 
S.D., /SU£.i OF FD2- sum of FD x size of 
N N class 
interval 
1•1 ~ 71. 87 S.D.,. /lli -(+15\ 2x3 
24 24/ 
S.D.~ /20.54-(+.625) x3 
s.D ."/_20.54 + .39 x3 
S.D.:/20.93 x3 
S. D.= 13.71 
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Figures 3 and 4, pages 51 and 52 illustrate the 
distribution of scores on the pre-test and final test 
respectively. The i n itial score, final score, and gains 
made by each pupil on the test is shown in table 5 p a ge 53. 
Report on optional related activities.-- Several pup ils 
worked on the optional related activities one, four, five, 
seven, and fifteen. Some claimed that they did not have time 
to vrork on any. 
Students brought up the question of modulation. The 
writer took time to discuss and demonstr ate simple modulation 
with one of the groups. As a result a simple vml tz using 
modulation \vas written by one pupil. A group of pupils 
-vrorked out a Mazurka using modulation. Samples of these are 
in Appendix A pages 5 ;) -- -(c 
The vlri ter will revise t he optional related activities 
a dding the following suggestions: 
1. Simple modulation applied to simple song forms. 
2. Formulate the p~ttern for the ¥~zurka. 
3. Formulate patterns on modulation. 
Conclusions.-- Th is was the first time the writer had 
used a unit in music theory . The results obta ined were most 
satisfactory and indicated t hat the unit method can be used 
e f fectively in teaching music. In revising the unit for 
future use the writer intends to integr a te the listening phase 
with music theory. The unit method is an effective way of 
organizing the instr uctional progr am. 
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Table 5. Initial Score, F inal Score, and Gains Made 
by Each Pupil on Test 
Pupil Initial Final Points 
Score Score Gained 
( 1) (2) t3J ( 4 J 
1 42 75 33 2 47 84 37 3 29 79 30 4 35 71 36 5 37 absent 
6 13 62 49 
7 36 77 41 8 28 80 52 
" 9 17 70 C:: :> 
_, ..) 10 32 73 41 
11 31 67 36 12 11 76 65 13 39 82 43 14 4 55 51 15 35 79 44 
' 11~> 31 80 49 17 20 81 61 18 18 68 50 1 9 33 81 48 20 12 67 55 
21 r ) r'\ 53 31 c.. C:. 22 9 " LL ~c:: 0. 23 64 / / 22 Ll .~ 
.· c.., 24 ~i 64 r..~ l 25 75 / . ') 0 
.) ,., 
-·-·---------- ·- - -
Mean 26.04 _ 'l1.8? 
Sta.ndard 13 Deviation 11 
-
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Er nes t Carmolli April 24, 1951 
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Al do _. Pietrantoni Apr i l 10 , 1951 
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A Class Gr oup April 17, 1951 
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Claire Courtovich April 17, 1951 
Spelling 11 J3ee 11 
Triads are spelled by calling the pitch names of the scale 
tones of the given key~ The spelling may also be done at 
the keyboard, on a musical instrument, or it may be sung. 
Spell the triads: 
L IV6 in the key of A~ • 
2: I in ·any key. 
3· V6 in the key of G. 
4 
4~ IV in any key. 
5. I6 in the key of D. 
6: V6 in the key of F. · 
7~ IV6 in the key of A. 
. 4 . . 
8 . I6 in the key of B~. 
4 
9. V6 in any key. 
10. I in the key of E. 
11~ IV6 in the key of Ev. 
12. V6 in the key of B. 
4 13~ I6 in the key of D~. 
14. IV6 in the key of F# . 
4 . 
15. V in the key of G'Q. 
16. I6 in the key of C#. 
4 17~ IV in the key of C~~ 
18~ IV.6 in the key of C~ 
19 ~ V6 in the key of A'o • 
20. IV6 in any key. 
4 
21~ IV in the key of G. 
22~ V in the key of D. . 
23~ I6 in the key of F. 
24~ V in the key of A. 
25. I6 in any key. 
Spelling 11 Bee 11 Answer Sheet 
1. F-A19 -nP 
2. do,mi,so1 
3. A-D-F# 
4. fa,1a,do 
5. F#-A-D 
6. E-G-C 
7. A-D-F# 
8. F-BP-D 
9. re,so1,ti 
10. E-G#-B 
11. C-E'v -A'v 
12. C#-F#-A# 
13. F-A'o -Dv 
14. F#-B-D# 
15. D\1 -F-A'o 
16. G#-C#-E# 
17. F~ -A'o -C~ 
18. A-C-E 
19. G-B~-E~ 
20. do,fa,la 
21. C-E-G 
#. 22. A-C-E 
23. A-C-F 
24. E.-G#-A 
25. mi,so1,do 
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Scoring Key for Test 
Part I 
1. c 23. c 
2. d 24. d 
3· c · 25. b 
4. b 26. b 
5. d 27. a 
6. b 28. b 
7· b 29. c 
8. d . 30. d 
9- b 31. c 
10. a - 32. c 
11. a 33· a 
12. c 34. d 
13. _...lL_ 35. b . 
14. a 36. d 
15. d 37· c 
16. d 38. d 
17. c 
. 18. b 
19. c 
20. a 
21. d 
22. b 
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Scoring Key for Test 
Part II Part III Part III 
39. 43. " 46. -1: third 1. F 1. E 
2~ fifth 
3: first 2. c 2. Glf. 
4~ fourth 
5~ sixth 3· c 3· A 6. eighth 
4 • F 4. D 40. . 
1~ chord 5. 
2~ triad 
A ~ . 
.; . E 
3· root 6. E 
4~ major 44. 
5. perfect 1. c 7. D 
41. .. 2. G 8. A 
1~ plagal -
2~ amen 3· G 9- G# 3~ half 
4~ dominant 4. E 10. Cfl.. 5. tonic 
5. E 42. 
1: common 6. D Part IV 
2~ root 
3· double 7- G 47. 4~ three 1. IV 
5: contrary 8 . c g 6. nearest 2. I 
9- G 6 3· I 10. E 
4. v 
45. 5. I~-1. c 
6. rv6 
2. F 
v 6 7-
3· G 4 
8. v 6 
4. G 
5. c 
APPEl\TDIX C 
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s ... v.dy _ ·.1 j· 6\'L 1 ~Y Gu: "-
Four r i · · 3)t!.pile xnith·' deci{l" to ..... o1•1:e tog ·:~.G~~ .. "'. la! 
to :prom · n you:r.+ runG eriJ 'l;.o th-:: ~lallle :y illqr~::.:u;S.iiOi.t. . ~·:1 
the b~. "kbo ~ .mo. d ~m&;tr tion at the keyboa1'ti~~ 
! a Ho m :),n:•t tot'!~ a.r61 t:h .... r:o in e. chozd'( WhQt doe~S 
imul tan(!.lous:t mean ( 5 87 ;6 ~55 "'l ~ 9)? 
3v H • i ~•funtJ. :ppli to a ahord~ Wn t l~ t 
h:reo facn:..ortl f a t1i. . t Row :a tri· "'£1 ·denti:ti ? 
(J.a9~ ... 16~ 2a~···'it ::2a .... .c.3 ~h87 sa: 7sl0 .. 17~ lll3•..J"' .. sG) 
· On h . ollo _ · ·1o t ~ o nt!tl"Uct 
~ P# C, G~ ~~ ~~, E9 
!5 Ho · i . the tt1nic t:a:i !l. to ::.mad? · he 
ube. min .nt (la12a~.9~ "'~t~~ 8)' 
or tr1 d s 
6: Usir. · ~ trQbl Gl ··· ~ ta th thl" 0 p~.:o1.m · :r t. '. e 
5.n Qll m~~Jo" key ll Ho: o cl& a ber :play <#h 
the ke;r"bo~riu 
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tour ,h Toioe cecur.ed. (J.s.-1.0; 21'! .... 7s '"' ~ 8··71 329··3C; 
6f ;'/ ... 20~ 7ul3:;23 0 B•1=8t1) "/ · 
~c W1 tn thr o ·11ot® on th trcbls at ·· f ~ on on th 
l1:·'tn.ff' 
~~~~--~~---~-~~~~ 
:::~~~~--~-~---~~.---_--_-:_: ___ :h·-_V.:_:_-_ _ -:--?-o--:<.:::::F·-r-~--=. =JI 
. o Doubl . tho thL.d "'f "d ,1 f'ollc !ng -t:.~.·., u/l z: 
---
10 e Wh(~n i fj tri . . i ~d .. :. en. po it ion? Wl90ll in th0 
:f~,rat in r ion' Whc::.n i the ~on i 1vor ion? 
(23 81166-'121 u·~SSJ "''tll'1 .... 1~ 8 l~~tl62':"164) 
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lv .. Con · r the folle ..ie~ g;_ .... en n.ot s ~.· the · .":lird.., 'V:i.i ~f) 
(;.:C?i~ti. a fl.'r; 9 J.,.~ Gp :s~ 9 P, :a" F#~ C ,DP o 
1 (jl Try to :pl o:r i t0 t.."hrGG differ 1t ;:i:•ra :1e. •cnt 
c~ tne h&l'tlonic y,rogre · "'ion , . 
a~ !V - V :'..n D an F • :~or. 
b., V - I in A~ "i!d Bb &'lajor. 
c. I - IV 'n :a 
d,. I .. v in c 
l.u~ C{)i'll e-.; {;z ·~fi·-.~~ po2d ·~ .:.~:.r;) t:tw ·';:~·~.dl of 
a.<il J? m t'n t i ~ u .. m"! c - . :e v ~ 
b A it' tri upo.1 D mnd E QI 
· ... ~~ wi .h trirule uptJn EP d l. ~ 
lGc; R m.oniz~ the tllC!)!'ai'Ul meloct,.,t -with the root of 
!~ IV il or V il'l {;he b ~!So 
17"' Ha:riiioniz t G gi . 'b B r e~~il@: t11o 6o.!Blon :-.on ~ th 
ether oio p .ogr l!lsi .. ?J8 to the n"" -0ot cho_· .- O'!! · · .. 
Wh· .. i 
9 l!e.ko cllcic of o. hy,t.nl nd one folk o:1g .. N ·· 0 "h 
t:nt o'l eadenc :ttn.~nd .:Asfyzing the • 
20 " Ct>nat:ruet oed<mc ot th ~our 2ft . n ype 1 nt. . · ietil 
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helf, pl ,d ce.itPlot . ,. Uoe on0 or t o 1nt?oduoto. y 
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S::;lc L :for half' 
22(:) Write Jnalod:l s wi·Ch the tr1.ad pe.tt·~ma (ei~t me8.r,-tre 
j_n length) g 
RQ Key of' EB oi=V..-... V•Ic-Ic:>V: X 
bo Key of 'B'p a Jl:.::,I=IV'coV. X"'" V=I 
eo Key of Fi Io!a.I 1?oo!=I~Vc7 
d" Xey ot D~ ~ I""IV""V""7QI VQ>V ... I . 
. 
!f' they ?~ melt6)d.:lepsiug th.ano I:t tll: 7l a:ra hamoaie!) 
plq thQ!! ox- l'l~'tl"e some ~tl1.~ ~u:pil :Pley thea :fo~ .. you 
24o On sta:tt p~@m. ~ .1:i t~ th prima..'"'":Y' triads a 
. ' 
a~ Hamoniael.ly in the k~-ys of A'p G,EpB~:i\~ 
- . 
25a In ycur 1:-e"pe.rtoire of so11g~~pim-to ·llOlos i s 'ii7'Wn ~al 
so1oe 0 or choral nuJriber~ 9 :tind ttmn :lllul:JtT.ations o'Z 
the su'bdomin~t ehori! nsoo melodica1l.y9hamtonical.l.y9 
or botho llring you!" illustl ..ation-s t o else and 
dano!!Dtrate themG 
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26o ,.hat _s a oix~h ~ll ~ ? n i~""f'uur h r;!? n~. ro~ th '? 
ug · {2u 69~"1-- f 18162 .... 164 ~ 4 87-95 ; 6 99-lOOg 6&102 ..... 103; 
7all 7-124)1' 
27o H~ is the iz~t inv0rsion of the tonic triad usG~al? 
\6 104-l06J 7gl27) 
28o What tene of' the aix .... four eh{}J."d in doubled? How i B hie 
ehol.'U uaed in a eoo~c (4.,6~' ..... 96, 7z1l~r 123 . 1 163 16;1)? 
29o Illuatra.te how tlte f81.xth chord may e.ppess in tlu: ea 
:f't>l'ills by doubling 6!19 of i ts toneso 
{4&84 ... 96g 7a8•i· 98J 6 s104-105} 
31"' Ha:rii!omze u~ing the ohcrd~ of' the si:-zr .. !t!u 
o In a giv melodyo 
Thi~ m~~a a ~®ooth ef':f'eet with no 
H~vi-t g wr1 ttm ·{;h0 f':t:~.;~at ehoror 
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cotmnon to both ehGrds? What is it'? !:tl wha.t p~ o~ tb.~ 
first chGrd. is "'Ghis eonmon tone fot!nd? Wr:l te 1 t ami 
eonnect with the sGms note .:n the f'irst abc~ 't1i t.h t:l o 
Nama ths rG~init'!g :rmte~ of t.'he s;\!'.leonc1. ohcrde 
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co:ad9 
I I 
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f~~ -~ §it.·ii !f:.:..E:. !!'~~i ty ~uid.! No.2 
t In :.r~: .. on o Tr r.1.d • 
tri .. ia :~i t"t · .. i.n s1.neh a .1. :y that its t111.rd .a. 
.id to 'be in it :t':~.rst 
~,U&'l il1V8 .. ic- fJ 0 . triadtJ .. 1?1 a119«> kno l:'.- e't;orl c ·~ .. r 
f.l .J.~'. 1 ... ..:j t-:~j ..... 01! ~cot:!.ist o_., f";; h·rta •.tl. <.iu!':! -i;h u_.:p . .,. '". ,..'\, ~.. . ... 
_ ot a :::o:;.·:!1 .. it.-'1 tl. is lo 
tl10 eho. 
~Y is th all ehc·rd o:_ th . 
U th o:hord of th c .b;:·~ h the follo. nga 
1 ... Giv b sJ 
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t?i~t~f&p~' 
6 6 6 6 
. . 
2 .. Gi ... :'! Jil lo y 
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:f.n auch ~ vm,y thttt its fi:(th is the low~asi; pe.rt 9 i t is said 
te be in i tr3 t:JGCO!'!d 1.mr~l'siono Suc.."h 111 v ersi{~llll o:f t :ciads · 
U;tre lm.ovm a.s <;horoJ3 of' t.h® sixth and foutvth em. aeoou.:nt of 
the intervale which the Ul,):P®? note!l :Z'®r.m with t h is l oweat 
is mer~ r~etrioteil .. than i~ the use of the chord af tl1e 
sixtho 
may be ueoo., :11' it :ts on ·che aceanted pt11JT·~ of ·the meaaure 
and i~ followeCI. by a. eho:rd§ in ! ts fund~H.~nt~l l'60i t i on 
whoee root is the sf\me note a.e the 'haB~ note of 'iihs chox•d 
of' the eix .. fouro The use of the chcrd of the ~:l~ tour 
~'blae ua to he.v.a a. be·tter cadSllleae Thu.st 
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~- wh :t ~-YS 1.o ths £:i:at-:r'm.t:r CJ.J.er uaed? 
.; n o. ·'·7'1 six ..... f4)nr ohfJ:i:.. ! doubl d'i 
tr.a. il th ix- fou . oho~d i £J t~o d 1 .. cad nc , on wh t part 
.'JJ. th tL Gure do o i ~ · t r'? 
0 --~1'.1'] unee<l b:r th s.ppenr 16& 0 
~1 ..)ar1; o:i.' ·:.:h m. u. uro? 
th i 
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'!'est 
Part I 
~1recti~~o- EaCh ef the ~ellowing incomplet statements 
1a f~llo ed b,y four ~ossible answerso For eaCh item select 
the answer that beet completes the statenento Put ita letter 
in the space proTided at th lefto 
( ) ltt In :roul."bpiU"t writing the root o:r a triad !a 
. . 
. 
a.o Bingle b. t:r1p1ad Oet doubled de CJnitted 
( ) 2o A triad with its fifth in the bass is in the 
inversion Gf a 
ao third bo fifth Cc ~irst do seoond 
( ) 3o The ton tJt the sc J.e on 'Wh:lch the dominant triad 
1e based ie a 
Bo fourth bo second Co f"ifth do sixth 
( ) 4o OornJnon ten&tt in th same kw.r occur between 
ao de:htant 8l'ld fmbdO!ninattt 'bo tonie and deminan't 
co eupertonie and tonic 
( ) 5o The l'lurnber O·~ :primary triad tbat eorery scale 
cCDtain:s is 
- . 
S.o a1X bo fiT Co two do thr 8 
( ) 6~ A. chord. ill the aGCom ~rrraraion is a chord of' 
ao e!x bo six•f'our Co s:tx•f'iTe do six-three 
•• 
( ) '7Q Tr:l&da the; anbl:"aee e1rery no·t; o:r the seal a.re 
Ao S6COildal"3" ba Jna.jor Co minor do augmented 
( ) Br The key-note on whicll a scale begins and ends is 
l\.o dominm1·t bo octave a o mediant do tonic 
( ) ~G A clc~e or ending in music is a 
Bo sequence be cadence Co ~rogreseion de motion 
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( )lOci A ehmJge in. -position from the root of a triad is m 
lt.o inver1eion bo auth~ntie Co interTal do eJD.ert 
{ )llo The lowest note of a chord in root position is 
knomt as the 
U.o fUndamental 'bo m..nnera.l Co interval de modal 
( )12@ Cadences which eonelude with the tonic are 
B.o imper:f"eet 'bo cOJnmon Co pe!t'f'{;Ct dG tonal 
{ }13Q The fij?St in sion of a triad ie 'known ae the ch rd 
of the 
( ) 14o Roman mnnerals below chords represent 
a,g roots bo triads Co modes da scale 
( )1!5o ~erf'eet c~encG~ 0nd on tJ:l;e ehord of the 
e.o tonic be subdmn:ln&nt Co supertonic do dominAnt 
• 
( )16o When e !.Ch tone ~f a chord is played one at a time 
it ia said to be 
a harmonic bt; t onic eo dominant do mel odie 
( )17o Consecutiva fifths and octaves ar avoided by the 
motion being 
ao lOW red bo parallel Co contrQl"y do raised 
( )lSo A brcken chord is e21 
ao arco bo arp ggio C o obbligato 4o allegro 
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( )19a '!'he most useful inversion of th tonic triad is the 
·ao root bo e_,ond Co f'irst d~ third 
( ) 20 o A cadenca that is like a period and ends the musical. 
sentence is eal.led 
ao perfect bo phrase eo i!nperf"eet d.o relati e 
( )21o The note that is doubled in the :f'irst imersion is the 
( )22o Whet'! the soprano is repeated; it is best to charJge 
to -a di:N'erent 
Bo base 'bo ehcrd. Oo position do key 
( )23o · In any triad9 thft most highly sensitive and al.so the 
most dharaeteristio n&te is the 
. - . 
a o 1'irst bo f'11'th Co . third do fourth 
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( )24o 'l'he root o'f the tonic triad i!l the f'i'fth o the 
ao supertonic bo dcminant Co su'bnediant do subdominant 
( )25c In doubling notes. the third is the 
&o beat bo pooreat Cg omitted · d., bass 
( ) 26o The primary "riads are au:f:ficient to determine the 
- . 
B.o chord bo key Co Cadence do cloae 
( )27o When :no :f'!gtlres are indicated~ the chord intended is 
. . . 
ao fnndamentel. bo first c.., last do tonic 
( )28o 'l'he bus note 11! the third f'rmn the root ldlen &. 
chord ia tna:rked by the figure 
Bo 4 bo 6 Co 3 do 5 
{ )29o I'f the root totw G:f a triad is the highest part, the 
triad is said to be in the position en: the 
{ ) 30 o The prt)gress1on snbdominsnt.,.dominant should be 
:followed by 
tto unison bo 'fifth Co thirds do tonic 
( ' )3l.o When a chord is repeated the three ~per "f''ioes 
should be 
&o repeatf!ICi bo kept .Co changed do connected 
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11 
) 32o The stnootheet eol".nect ion o-r two triads when there ia 
no eomon tone 1 s ttBuel..!.y where th three UJ>per part 
mo e in a direction co~trar.y to th 
Bo s~:r.ano bo alto Co bass do tenor 
( ) 33.., Any li11 b~r 6'! a triad may be written in th 
Be aopranc b bus Co tmor do a1 to 
( ) Mo In mrthent e c~.ences, the nert tc tl1e lasS: chord 
io a.lwa.TB a 
ao Jnediant bo ton:le e(l . ixt..b do dmninet 
( )35o The reot cf the dom:tntm\i triad is the fifth o:t the 
a"minor b(.) ton:lc Co l'l19Jcr do d01ninat 
( )36ca Whm thre~ upper parte are vitten within the compass 
of' an oeta.w0~ the position is said to be 
a.o opm b I) uni on eo harmon~.c do clotHe 
{ )37o The eadcmce that is like th.e comma and marks the md 
o:f a }lhrase is calloo 
e.o compl te b. deoe-ptiTa Co hal:t' do period 
( )380 HaTing one oioe lev"~l while the other tnoTee. the 
motion o:t' TOice~ is 
ao parallel 'bo relative eo s:bnil.ar do oblique 
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p II 
• Directioftso...,.,. All o-r the omitted words ap:pem:r in the 
c lumn at the left of the pageo Show that ycu kn.c!'l whieh 
word has been omitted :from each blame by :placing thG number 
of . the blank in the parenthaees preeadi~ the correct word 
39o 
( ) third 
( ) f'ourtb 
( } first 
( ) ighth 
{ ) .fifth 
( ) sixth 
( ) SP.'tmth 
( ) s ond 
- -
40o 
( ) J!lajor 
( } tried 
( ) ohord 
A major triad consists of a key note tegeth r 
w1 th a major ..... 1--.. and a per:r~t ---2--- o 
Major triads are found on the --:5c--~, - c:o4---
and f'ifth degreee of the scale. Th :f'irst 
inversion is knaTm as the chord of the ---5--•o 
li'rOln the fi1•st to the - .. -6--- tone o:t the major 
seale is the inter7al of an cetaveo 
- "" - -
'l'hree or mere t~nes st'l"ltek tog ther is a 
--·1·--· A three-toned ehor is called a 
---2---o To build. a major triad, we start o~ 
( ) cadence the ---3--- of the triad; 11' we add a ---4---
( ) imperfect third and a .. --5·-- :fifth we ha: e a major 
( ) perfect triado 
( ) root 
{ ) fi:rth 
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Di rections - All of' the omitted wo1-ds p:pear i . t h 
eol'UI!m at t he l eft of' the pageo Show that you know which 
vrord has been 01Tlitt ed :fr<>:m e ach blank by :placing t he nmnber 
o:f' the blank in the par entheses pr ceding the correct wor4e 
4lo 
( ) autlu~ntic 
( ) plegal 
( ) complete 
( ) deceptive 
( ) amen 
( ) tonic 
The --=1 -IP cadence ie t he subdOlninant 
chord :followed by the tonieo It i s us 
uniTeraally t the end of hynme to 
ha.monize the wcrd ~--2--... o A cadenca 
WhiCh pause$ on the deminant i s a -~~3--~ 
cadenceo The u~e of' t he .... ~.. 4--- ohol':'d 
( ) sulxlominant follo eel by the --... 5., ... is kno aa the 
( ) hs.'l.f' authentic ca.d.enc g 
( } daminant 
42o 
( ) nearest 
( ) eeme 
( } fifth 
( ) rGOt 
( ) oo:rmnon 
( ) eantrary 
{ ) three 
( ) tw 
( ) highest 
( ) t ripl-e 
( ) double 
- -
- ... 
When ohorde are related we keep the 
--.al--- tones in the s ame vo ic ., We ']?Ut 
the ...... 2--- of' the chord in the bass and 
---3--- that notec When cbDrds are not 
related11 the upper ---4 .. -· parte moTe 
in ---5- .. - direction to the bass to the 
--·6"'"-- not .tg Gf th~ ehordo 
• 
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Part III 
pireetione -~ All of the omitted lettGr namee of note3 
aJ)pear in the column at the le:rt of the p tgeo Each cllord 
should contai11 four noteae Som~ letter nam~s Ji'Iay be used 
more t han once,. others may not be used at a.llo Show the.t you 
know whieh note has been omitt(!d from eacll cho:Ni 'by' placing 
th.e e()rrect lGtter name o:r the note on the lines under 
the chords 
43o 
1} F 
A 
0 
E 
G 
:B 
D 
II ~ 
IL _"\.1' 
1\. I .c. 
I{ 
,{ \1 
1· -r-
/ h 
_r__s. 
I_ .,... <.. ...... 
~ ,.,.. 
-e~- v c 
~ /'1 
-~ _t" 
I {__/ ......, 
_!__ I _I v 
I v I l:tv 
2...__ 3 ... 4 wta• .,.... 
• a ~ • • m • • • 
2) 0 
E 
G 
l3 
D 
F 
A 
V I6 
I./ 
-e-
_.., 
~ 
I 
5 
___ .... __  
I 
• 
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Directionso-~ All of th3 omitted l~ttsr namae o· notes 
appear in the eolmnn a.t tha left of' the J)ageo Eafth ehord 
should eonta.in four noteso So!'lle letter nam®e may bs used 
more than once. others may not be used at allo Show that 
you ~w whieh not has been omitted from eadh ehord b,y 
plaeing the letter na!rle o-r the note on the line under 
the chordso 
3) G 
:B 
D 
c 
F 
l::t6 .... 
"" 
46a 
4) E 
Gl 
]3 
A 
C/1 
?I 
7 
) L 
"\ ) 1-o 
.J v 
It 
r7 ,, 
J, 
7~ 0 
T 
-r I 
1 2 
. 
... ... 
) ~- dh 
·-;;n :T "'f 
-tf.. • -) , .. A 
.J ..,. 
I, 
II 
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j;;;rf II '<..,. 
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-
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-
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Parl IV 
Diree·~ionsc ,.. At the left ia a colu.mn of major cherds<, 
Using · the chord voea'bu.laxy I P !6 9 !6 P IV IV6 9 IV6 9 V ~ V6 11 
~r .e 
V6 9 wrlt0 the RomBl'f. Numerals vmich design~te the ehGro on 
4 
the line at the riellt o:r eooh eho:rdo 
___ 1 
____ 2. 
\ 
IJ 
h _.. 
'v "-""' I .,.. 
~ 
('? 
""'' 
l 
____ 3 
J u I/"\ 
/ h f/ 
r 
4 
---
\u, 
:w- . 
( 
\ ,-
1 '-J 
II .:~ 
I 
! 
1rJ.f' 
1•¥ 
../ 
' 
·-I \• 
J• 
'-f'r I 
\ 
J 
7 
7 
-
-
'-"" 
II 
J {.} 
i£ I ll 
~ 
-----.;HI!~'----11---U 
... ' 
___ 8. 
APPENDIX D 
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plate 1. Individual study 
/ 
-plate 2. Discussion Group 
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plate 3. Bl~ckb oard Demonstration 
plate 4. v ocal Demonstration of an Analyzed song 
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plate 5. ~ orking in Groups 
Plate 6 . Indi vidual s tudy 
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plate 7. Key- boa rd Demonstration 
Plate 8. s olving a Problem 
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Plate 9. Individual He lp 
Plate 10. The First Inversion 
